
Abstract --In this paper, a new dynamic multicast routing
algorithm for single rate loss networks is proposed. The
algorithm is called Least-Loaded-First Multicast Routing
(LLFMR) and is based on Least Loaded Routing (LLR)
concept. The basic idea is to select the least loaded links for
establishing the connection. Simulation results show that
the normalized revenue loss is significantly reduced when
compared to the dynamic multicast routing algorithms
proposed in [3]. The results also show that the connection
blocking probabilities of calls of different number of
destination nodes decrease as the number of destination
nodes in a connection request increases.

1. Introduction
In recent years, multicasting network applications are

available and become more popular. Multicasting capability
is required in current telecommunication networks to
support applications like point to multi-point video
broadcast. Furthermore, multicast capabilities is expected to
support applications, such as video-on-demand, in the
future. The increasing popularity of end-user services and
applications that require multicasting necessitates that
appropriate establishment procedures developed for
multicast connection requests.

Multicasting refers to the ability of a source
communicating with more than one destination node. Most
of previous studies [1][4][6][7] on multicast routing focused
on solving the Steiner tree problem, which is well known to
be NP-complete[5]. Heuristics are proposed for the Steiner
tree problem and their performance are compared with
simulations. However, all of those proposed routing
algorithms are static in that connection requests with
identical destination sets are routed on the same tree.
Recently, [3] proposed dynamic algorithms to handle the
multicast routing problem and its performance was analysed
through simulation studies.

In this paper the problem of multicasting in a dynamic
environment is considered. All connection requests with
same bandwidth requirement are assumed to be processed in
a circuit switched or a virtual circuit based packet switched
network (such as ATM). They establish their multicast
connections among a set of random nodes and their arrival
rate and holding time are random processes. We propose a

new routing policy to establish their connections by
considering the least link load of links in the network. We
pick the link with the least link load as the starting point and
repeat the process until the connection is established. A
scheme of choosing an alternate node will be processed if
the connection request cannot be satisfied by direct links
only.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the
system model is described and the multicast routing
algorithm is proposed. In Section 3 the routing complexity
of the proposed multicast routing algorithm is described. In
Section 4 simulation results are presented and are compared
to the results of other existing dynamic multicast routing
algorithms. Finally, we conclude in Section 5 by
summarising the paper and outlining avenues for future
research.

2. System Model
We model a single rate loss network with N nodes and

M undirected links. It is often convenient to consider the
network as an undirected graph G = (V, E) where V and E
are the set of nodes and links respectively. We assume that
the network is fully connected, as commonly assumed in
circuit-switched networks and homogeneous VP-based
ATM networks[3]. Let S(c) be the set of nodes that
participate in a connection request c and each node
is referred to as a destination of c. Let rd be the rate of
revenue generation per unit holding time for each
connection request of destination size d accepted by the
network.

Each connection request c requires that a connected,
acyclic graph (tree) T(c) = (V(c), E(c)), where
be chosen and a unit bandwidth be reserved on each link

. The set of nodes  is referred to as

alternate nodes. Any link, , is referred to as an

alternate link if it connects to an alternate node. A direct
link, , is defined as links with both end nodes

belonging to S(c) (i.e.  iff , where

 and ). When a connection request is

accepted, a unit capacity is reserved on each link of the tree.
A connection request is denied if an appropriate tree cannot
be found. Observe that the set of trees T(c) = (V(c), E(c))
where V(c) = S(c) are the preferred trees since they require
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the least amount of total network capacity needed to satisfy
the requirements of the connection request c.

In this paper, we propose an algorithm, called Least-
Loaded-First Multicast Routing (LLFMR), for setting up
multicast connections. In this scheme, we first search all
links in Ed(c) and select the link with the maximum
available capacity. The step is repeated until either a
connected tree is established or there is no more direct
available link. If a connected tree cannot be formed, a
search of an alternate node is initiated. The procedure of
searching for an alternate node is very simple: find an
alternate node such that a connected tree can be formed
using the minimum number of links; if such a connected
tree cannot be formed, the connection request is denied.

Before we proceed with the discussion of the proposed
routing algorithm, the following notation is introduced. Let
R(e), , denote the available capacity on link e at any
time and call it the residual capacity on link e. Let t(e) be
the reservation threshold for link e, i.e. link e can be used as
an alternate link only if its residual capacity exceeds t(e).
The parameter t(e) is commonly referred to as the trunk
reservation parameter in the literature. The proposed routing
algorithm is now given:
Least-Loaded-First Multicast Routing (LLFMR)

Consider a connection request c with a destination set
S(c) and a set of direct links Ed(c). We propose the
following procedure to build the connection tree T(c):
1. Initialization:

For , let  and

where  and , .

2. Direct Link Selection:
For m = 3,..., d do: begin

find  such that  where

 and ,  and

.

if , , ;
else goto step 3 for choosing an alternate node.

end
goto step 4.

3. Choose an alternate node:
Apply steps 1 and 2 to the set of unconnected
destination nodes, , so that a tree can
hopefully be formed among these nodes. Let V’ be the
set of nodes that can form a connected tree and V’’ be
the set of nodes that cannot be connected to this newly
created tree. The next step is to find the most suitable
alternate node for connecting to the two trees and the
still unconnected nodes.
For any , let . Then, for

, we wish to choose

(i) a link  connecting the alternate node st to the
tree of Vm-1 with maximum available capacity, i.e.

where ,

(ii) a link  connecting the alternate node st to the

tree of V’ with maximum available capacity, i.e.

where , and

(iii)all links in E”(st) connecting the alternate node st to
all the isolated nodes in V”, i.e.

where .

Let  and

 where . If , then

,  and
goto step 4; otherwise the connection request is denied.
4. Accept the connection request:

A connected tree is formed and the connection
request is accepted.

Several points need to be clarified. (i) Step 3 is initiated
when there are still some unconnected nodes and the direct
links connecting these nodes to the tree have zero residual
capacities. (ii) The scheme allows at most one alternate
node for two reasons. First, by restricting to at most one
alternate node, the complexity of searching for an alternate
node is reduced significantly. Second, the performance of
multicast routing algorithms are generally not very much
degraded. We will show the performance gain is only
marginal when more than one alternate node are allowed in
Section 4. (iii) We attempt to establish the second connected
tree in the set of unconnected nodes in step 3 because it can
reduce the complexity of searching suitable alternate links.
When this tree is successfully built, the search of suitable
alternate links becomes finding an alternate path with least
load such that it can connect to the two trees. (iv) The
search procedure attempts to establish at most two trees
because the probability of the existence of another tree in
V” is very low so that it is not worth spending the effort in
searching for another tree in V”. Note that alternate links
are added only when no direct links are available because
using alternate links always wastes more resources. A
connection request is always denied when no direct or 2-hop
alternate path is available.

To illustrate the routing algorithm outlined above, let us
consider a connection request with destination set {a, b, c,
d} in Figure 1. The steps in the connection establishment
procedure are shown in Figure 1 -- the numbers next to the
links denote the residual capacities of the link. Thick lines
represent the links being chosen by the routing algorithm
for establishing connection. At "iteration 4", the link
selected is (a, c) but not (d, c) because (d, c) cannot connect
to a new destination node, although its load is minimum
among the rest of the direct links. Figure 2 illustrates an
example in which an alternate node is needed. Consider a 6-
node network and a connection request with destination set
{a, c, e, f}. For simplicity, at each stage the residual capacity
of only the links that are examined is provided. Note that at
"iteration 4" all direct links connected to node a, (c, a), (e,
a) and (f, a), have no capacity available. Therefore, an
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alternate path has to be employed and {(c, b),(b, a)} is
chosen since it has largest residual capacity (5 in this case).

3. Routing Complexity
From the view of network service providers, the most

important concerns are the number of links required for a
connection request and the computational time of the
algorithm adopted. The first question is easy to answer
because the proposed algorithm restricts the number of links
required for a connection request to be not larger than its
destination size d. The answer of the second question is
stated in this section and let us first describe how to
implement the searching algorithm.

To implement the proposed algorithm, a centralized
node is required to store the information of states of all
links in a network. It stores the information to a link table
and sort them in a descending order, i.e. the least loaded
link is the first one on the link table. If a connection request
is accepted or a connection is disconnected, the link table
will be updated automatically. Note that the searching and
sorting works can be performed off-line. When a connection
request arrives, the centralized node searches for suitable
links from the link table. The number of searching steps is
proportional to the square of the destination size but not the
square of number of nodes in the network because the
searching process will neglect any non-direct link.

We first consider the case where no alternate node is
employed for routing algorithm. For a fully connected
network, the average number of searching steps is

,

where .

For the general case, besides the search of direct links,
we need to find an alternate node. The complexity of such
search depends on the number of isolated nodes and the
number of possible alternate nodes, i.e. the number of all
nodes in the network minus the destination set. The average
number of searching steps is

,
where m is the number of nodes connected by direct links
and N is the number of nodes in a network.

4. Simulation Results
In this section, we discuss the simulation results and the

performance of LLFMR algorithm is compared with SP
algorithms proposed in [3] because recently only [3]
proposes dynamic multicast routing algorithms. In [3] two
algorithms (IND and SP) are introduced and it concludes
that SP routing algorithm is the better one.

We consider a 10-node fully connected symmetric
network with each link having a capacity of 30 bandwidth
units. We assume the arrival rate of a connection request to
the network, , is inversely proportional to the minimum
number of links used to establish the connection, i.e.

, where  is a constant, and the maximum
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destination size of a connection request is 8.
When a call arrives to the network, it will be either

carried on a path or lost, depending on the routing policy
being used. For each call with destination set of size d
carried on the network, we assume that it brings units of
revenue to the network. In other words, we lose revenue rd

when the call is blocked. We set the corresponding revenue
 and hence the normalized revenue loss of the

network is given by

,

where pb(d) is the blocking probability of connection
requests with destination size d. For each set of simulation
point, 10 independent runs are carried out and the length of

each run is 106 units of mean connection request interarrival
time. For each run, the initial 10% of each run was
discarded to avoid the effect of transient state. The stars and
small circles around each simulation point show the upper
and lower bounds of 95% confidence interval.

In Figure 3, we find that, for SP algorithm, the existence
of alternate path(s) can reduce the normalized revenue loss
considerably. Moreover, it shows that the revenue loss
almost does not change when the maximum number of
alternate nodes allowed per connection request increases
beyond one. Consequently, we concentrate on the choice of
one alternate node in LLFMR algorithm to reduce the
searching complexity.

The performance of LLFMR algorithm compared with
other algorithms are shown in Figure 4. Note that no
alternate node is allowed in this case and a connection
request will be rejected if a tree cannot be formed by direct
links. When the network loading is too low or too high, the
normalized revenue loss is always close to zero (no call is
rejected) or close to 1 (no call is accepted) and therefore it
cannot distinguish the performance of different routing
algorithms. To compare their performance, we should
concentrate on the network loading in between 70% and
90%, called critical region. From Figure 4, we find that the
normalized revenue loss of LLFMR algorithm is always
lower than that of SP algorithm and this phenomenon is
more significant in critical region. When the network
loading is 70%, the normalized revenue loss of LLFMR can
be one hundred times smaller than that of SP.

In Figure 5 we allow alternate paths existed in the
establishment of a connection request. We compare the
performance of LLFMR algorithm with that of SP and it
shows that LLFMR always outperforms SP. Particularly,
their performance difference is the largest in the range of
75% and 80% network loading. Similar to Figure 4, their
differences decrease when the network loading further
increases.

It is shown in Figure 6 that trunk reservation threshold
can reduce the normalized revenue loss considerably.
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However, the improvement reduces when the trunk
reservation exceeds certain threshold. This behaviour is true
for both algorithms.

Figure 7 shows the relationship between the connection
blocking probability of a connection request and its
destination size under the situation of no alternate node
existed. We find that the connection probability of calls is
low when its destination size is large. Suppose a call
requests to set up connections for k destinations without
using alternate node. For SP algorithms, the order of
connection is predetermined. The (i+1)th call attempts to
add to the existing tree connecting the i calls. Therefore, the
connection blocking probability of a connection request
with k + 1 destinations must be greater than that with k
destinations. In other words, the connection blocking
probabilities of both algorithms increase with the
destination size of connection request. However, the
opposite is true for LLFMR, i.e. the connection blocking
probability decreases with increasing destination size. It is
because there are two factors affecting the connection
blocking probability. On the one hand, a connection request
with a large destination set requires more links so that its
blocking probability should be higher than that with smaller
destination size. On the other hand, the number of possible
links to build a connected tree is also larger and thus there is
higher chance to avoid blocking. It turns out that the later
factor seems to dominate in large size system. For example,
if a network is full-connected, the algorithm can only
provide 3 choices to establish a connected tree if the
destination size is 3, but, for destination size being 4, 16
choices can be provided to establish the connection.

5. Summary and Future Work
In this paper we proposed a new dynamic multicast

routing problem in single rate loss networks. The new
algorithm is called Least-Loaded-First Multicast Routing
(LLFMR) and the concept is based on least-loaded-select-
first. Through the simulation results, we find that our
algorithm outperform the SP and SLLMR algorithms. Their
difference is significant when the network loading is within
the region of 70% to 90%. The simulation results also
indicate that the connection blocking probability of a
connection request is low when its destination size is large.

This work can be extended in our future studies. First of
all, we shall try to reduce the complexity of the algorithm
without significantly degrading the performance. Secondly,
we shall develop a performance analysis of the proposed
algorithm. This may be quite complicated if alternate node
are used in routing. Finally, we shall extend this algorithm
to multi-rate loss network.
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Figure 1 Example to illustrate LLFMR without alternate node
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